Characteristics of Sanai
1.Small Scale with capacity of 35 children,
living in a small group led by one care worker is the basis

Goal of Sanai for Child Nursing

of Sanai.

『compassionate child』

2.In a rich natural environment, we maintain children’s

1.Love your neighbor as you love yourself.(Bible)

mental balance and support their self-reliance.

2.Do to others what you want them to do to you.(Bible)
3.Nourish capacity of children in accordance with their age and
level of growth so that they will be able to think and behave
themselves as members of society in the future.
4.Through a warm relationship with each other and with staff,
we support children in their mental balance and self-reliance

Foundational management policy
1.Seeking enhancement of institutional management and

in the society.

Sanai means “Spirit of Three Loves” ( Love God, Love people and Love soil)

child nurture through Christianity as the Spiritual
pillar.
2. Enhancement of child nurture and working

Access Map

conditions for staff by placing one leader for each group
and taking mixed age group approach.
3. Consistency of Child Nurture
4. Cooperation with local community

To Honjou

Route 17

To Takasaki

To Fukaya

JR Takasaki Line

Okabe

Brief History

To Ueno

liLibn
Cosmos Ave.

1976

school

Sanai was established with capacity of 30
children.

university

2001 Community based small scale institution,

y

Negishi home was opened for 6 children.

Jouetsu Shinkansen ( bullet train)
．Seven Eleven

* Negishi home was detached in 2011
2008

Sanai moved to the new place and reopened
with capacity of 35 children.

Sanai

2014 Sanai will open a foster care family home
called Akane no Sato

Sanai is raising fund for Akane no Sato now!!
Home for elderly・

【Nursing Home Sanai】
〒369-0212 Kushibiki１５－２, Fukaya city
① about 80 minutes to get to Okabe from Tokyo Ueno by Takasaki line

Saitama Prefecture.

② about 10 minutes to get to Sanai from Okabe by car.

Tel: 048－585－0605
FAX

０４８－５８５－０５６２

Social Welfare Corp.
Nursing Home

Sanai Gakuen
Sanai

We are opening up our first Foster Care Family Home called
Akane no Sato which is located in a forest area of Yorii town
near Sanai. The family home can provide children with more
family like atmosphere. There will be a mature couple taking
care of daily lives and self-reliance of the children.

Why we want to manage the home as part of the corporation is because:
 Foster care can help children to have more stable and intimate relationships with care



takers.
When the caretakers are retired, the corporation can find other experienced caretakers
to sustain the home to continue supporting children in need of special care.
With support from the corporation, the home can provide services to children and
families in the community, especially raising children with developmental difficulties.

The home is in a beautiful forest are, but very far from
schools that the children will go. That is why we are raising
fund to buy a vehicle that the home can use for the
children.

